
Before you start carefully read the instructions.
Check the pack and make sure all the components are included. When you are ready to start make sure you have the right tools to hand, plenty of 

space and a clean dry area for building. Don’t rush, read the instructions first and run through them before you begin.
Keep fittings together to avoid loss. Do not overtighten screws or bolts.

CLEANING Use mild soap and water only. Do not use washing powders or any other types of abrasive cleaner. See aftercare instructions.  

IMPORTANT
If you are unsure of any part of the instructions shown in this document we 

recommend that you contact a reputable qualified trades person.
If a part is missing or damaged, please call 01535 613830. Please have your instruction guide ready.
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Components

Images for illustration purposes only

4 x Shelf Peg

4 x Hole Plug

2 x Wall Brackets

1 x Carcass

Vanity with Doors
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Mark out and drill the positions for the handles. 
It is recommended to put a scrap piece of wood under the 
door to prevent breakout. 
Attach the handles.    

Attach the door back to the unit. 
Line the hinge up with the base 
plate (1), and push the back of the 
hinge until it clicks into place (2).

The door can be adjusted 
following the illustration below.    

To switch which hand the door opens, fully 
unscrew the hinge plates from the carcass, 
as show in the above vertical adjustment, 
and reattach to the opposite end panel. 
Adjust as necessary. Insert hole plugs in 
remaining holes.  

Silicone around the top of the unit and lower the basin into 
position. You may wish to also silicone where the unit and the 
basin meet the wall, and where the basin meets the worktop.   

Insert shelf pegs and lower 
shelf into position.

We recommend that 
you read the sealant 
packaging for the 
curing time. Do not 
use until the sealant 
is set.     

When you are happy with 
the position of the cabinet, 
using suitable wall fixings 
(not supplied), fix the 
cabinet to the wall through 
the brackets.

Remove any doors as
shown, pushing the clip

to the rear of each hinge
and lifting away from

the base plate.
Make sure the door is

supported when  
unclipping each hinge.    


